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Samsung s9 lock screen widgets

Accessibility Resource Center Go to Basic Content Q: I try to access controls on the lock screen, but the control doesn't appear. A : Check these points. 1. Make sure you have selected multiple controls. Path : Set up → device → lock → 2. Then you need to drag the right-to-left lock screen in an area close to the top of
the screen (press the main key to see the area where you can wipe to access multiple controls). These settings apply only when you set the swipe lock option. Dan Gookin Just as you can decorate the Android home screen with widgets, you can also lower a few directly on the lock screen. In fact, displaying time on your
phone's lock screen is probably a control. To ensure that the lock screen control is active (or even available) on your phone, follow these steps: Open the Settings app. Select Lock screen. On certain Samsung phones, the lock screen element is found on the Device tab of the Settings app. When you can't find the lock
screen item, your phone might not have to import this feature. However, swipe the clock on the lock screen to confirm. Select Lock screen controls. Mess with settings. Lock screen settings are not part of the Android operating system. Make sure that the host controller icon or check box is activated by enabling the lock
screen controls. On Samsung phones, the setting is called multiple controllers. To add a lock screen widget, tap a large plus icon on the lock screen. If you don't see this icon, swipe the lock screen left or right. In the list that appears, select the control you want to add, such as Calendar, Gmail, Digital Clock, or other
controls. You can embed multiple controls on the lock screen, although you can only see one at a time. Swipe the screen to see others. To remove the lock screen control, press it for a long time. Drag the control to the Remove icon and it's gone. You can even remove the clock control, in which case only a large plus
icon appears on the lock screen. The Galaxy S9 lock screen not only stores your data, but also offers some useful features and information to improve your productivity. This Galaxy S9 guide shows you how to set, use and customize the Galaxy S9 and S9+ lock screen. Please note, while the Galaxy S9 supports
landscape mode on the Galaxy S9 home screen, the Galaxy S9 lock screen is always enabled in portrait mode. What is the Galaxy S9 lock screen? The Galaxy S9 lock screen likes the door to the Galaxy S9 and S9+. You need this door to protect the data and information stored on your phone. However, the Galaxy S9
lock screen is also an information center where you can get important information without unlocking your phone or opening any apps. The information on the Galaxy S9 lock screen is different from your application. By default, you can get at least the following information on the Galaxy 9 lock screen:Time and date (clock).
Carrier information. Media Player control. Your schedule. Notifications.Next signal. In addition, the Galaxy S9 lock screen allows:Change several (not related to data or privacy) Galaxy S9 and S9+ via quick setting buttons, such as turn on/off blue light filter. To lock the screen, add up to 2 app shortcuts. Use the Galaxy
S9 camera without unlocking your phone. Make emergency calls. Of course, to protect your data on your Galaxy S9 or S9+, most settings can only be changed by unlocking your phone. How do I set the screen security for the Galaxy S9 lock screen? By default, when you set up your Galaxy S9 or S9+, it asks you to set
the lock screen to security. If you skip this step, the default lock screen security will be used, swipe over. Of course, you can change the security of the Galaxy S9 lock screen at any time. And you shouldn't set the Galaxy S9 lock screen security to swipe, or none. If you're using any of the options, your Galaxy S9 or S9+
data is at risk. Anyone, including a thief, can access your phone without restrictions. They can pretend to you. To change the security of the Galaxy S9 lock screen, you can do the following. Step 1: Access your Galaxy S9 settingsThere are some ways to access galaxy S9 settings, such as 2: Go to the lock screen and
security settings on the Galaxy S9 settings page as below screenshot shown, tap Lock screen and security. Step 3: Change the screen lock type on the Permissions screen and security setting page as shown in the above screenshot and continue below, you can find all settings related to the Galaxy S9 lock screen for
Galaxy S9 and S9+. Tap Screen lock type (marked as 1) as shown above to change the security type of the Galaxy S9 lock screen. As shown above, you can find 5 types of Galaxy S9 lock screen security:Swipe (no security); Model (medium safety); PIN (medium and high security); Password (high security); None.If you
set the security of the Galaxy S9 lock screen as a swipe, then you just need to swipe to unlock. If you set it to be available, the lock screen won't exist at all. To use a fingerprint, iris scanner, facial recognition, or smart scan, you must first set the lock screen security as a PIN or password. Some apps, such as Samsung
Pay or Google Pay, may also need to set lock screen security as a model, PIN, or password. How do I customize and change app shortcuts on the Galaxy S9 lock screen? By default, there are two app shortcuts at the bottom of the Galaxy S9 lock screen. The phone app is on the left side and the camera app is on the
right side. When your phone is locked, the phone app allows you to make emergency calls, according to local regulations. You can also use the camera app when the Galaxy S9 is locked. In this case, as explained in this guide, you can only check the photos taken in this session. Before unlocking your phone other
photos or photos saved on your phone. If you don't want apps on the lock screen, you can turn them off. You can also assign any programs to two points. To change or customize app shortcuts on the Galaxy S9 lock screen, you can tap app shortcuts (marked as 2) on the lock screen above and on the security settings
page. On the app shortcuts page as shown below, you can find and two buttons for left links and right links. You can use two buttons to turn off apps on the Galaxy S9 lock screen or customize app shortcuts on the lock screen. For example, you can tap the left link to customize the location at the bottom left of the Galaxy
S9 lock screen. As shown above, you can choose any apps that replace your phone app. However, you should know that most apps can't be used unless the phone is unlocked. For example, you use the Calculator app to change the Phone app. When the screen is locked, swipe the calculator app icon to the right (or
up), first asking you to unlock your phone, unless you set the lock screen security as a swipe (which is not recommended). You can tap the Enable switch to turn off app shortcuts in the lower-left corner of the Galaxy S9 lock screen as shown below. If you turn off the app shortcuts on the Galaxy S9 lock screen as shown
above, you'll now notice that the location is empty. You can also customize or disable app shortcuts in the lower-right corner of the Galaxy S9 lock screen. How do I customize the lock screen of the Galaxy S9? Many owners believe that there is only one page (clock page) on the Galaxy S9 lock screen. It's not fair. You
can have up to 4 pages (panels) on the Galaxy S9 and S9+ lock screen. All you need to do is swipe right or left to access other shutter screen panels/pages, just like what you do on the Galaxy S9 home screen. These Galaxy S9 lock screen panels on Samsung phones are called face controllers. To customize the face
controls on the Galaxy S9 lock screen, tap the clock and face eye (marked as 3) on the lock screen and security page as shown above. On the clock and face menu page below, you can customize the clock style, add some information on the lock screen (say hello or let people who choose their phone call you). Tap
FaceWidgets to customize the Galaxy S9 lock screen, you can turn 3 controls: Music controller on or off on the Facewidgets page above. Today's schedule. Next Alarm.You can also save them. The lock screen is always the default on the clock page. You can swipe left to reach the first facewidget, and swipe left to
reach the last facewidget. The Galaxy S9 lock screen face controls are shared by the Galaxy S9 lock screen and the Galaxy S9 is always displayed (AOD). They will use the same facewidgets. You can disable facewidgets in any of them. However, you can't have different face controls on the Galaxy S9 lock screen and
the Galaxy S9 AOD screen. If you're using the Galaxy S9's clear video cap, it will always use the Galaxy S9 lock screen facewidget setting, as explained in this guide. How do I customize notifications on the Galaxy S9 lock screen? By settings on the Galaxy S9 lock screen will display all notifications. You can turn off
notifications on the Galaxy S9 lock screen. You can also customize notifications on the Galaxy S9 lock screen:Hide message content; Show only notification icons; Show messages only from certain programsShow messages from certain message channel channels certain programmes; Turn off notifications. To
customize notifications on the Galaxy S9 lock screen, tap Notifications (marked as 4) on the lock screen above and on the security settings page. On the right side of messages to turn on/off notifications instantly. You can customize messages on the lock screen only by turning on notifications. On the notifications page
that appears in these two screenshots, you can find all possible customizations to lock screen messages. You can first view the current notification settings on the Galaxy S9 lock screen. If you tap Hide Content and turn it on, you won't see the message content unless you unlock your Galaxy S9 or S9+. You must check
messages in the notification panel. If you only turn on notification icons, you'll see notification icons only on the Galaxy S9 lock screen, no app name, no message content. The automatic reversing colour must always be intrusive. It will adjust the color of the text to the background. Transparency controls the
circumstances of the notification. By default, the notification background on the Galaxy S9 lock screen is white. If you set the lowest (left) transparency, the white background completely covers the lock screen background. If you set the top (right), the white background of the message will disappear and notifications will
appear directly on the wallpapers on the lock screen. The Galaxy S9 and S9+ allow you to further customize notifications on the lock screen. Tap Show notifications from as shown above, and then you can choose:Show or hide messages in individual programs. Show or hide messages from individual message
channels(categories). As shown in the following screenshot, you can accurately control notifications on the Galaxy S9 lock screen. The message channel (category) is a new feature of Android Oreo. You can check this guide to see if you're using notification channels. Much like Facewidget settings, notification settings
are shared between the Galaxy S9 lock screen and the AOD screen. You can tap Show to specify notification settings:Update: After you upgrade your Galaxy S9 or S9+ to the Android pie chart, you can use blocking mode to stop displaying messages on the lock screen. If blocking mode is turned on, you'll also need to
use a PIN/password/model to unlock your phone, and you can't use a biometric unlock or smart lock, as explained in this guide. Can you now use and customize the Galaxy S9 lock screen on the Galaxy S9 and S9+? If you have questions or problems with the Galaxy S9 lock screen galaxy S9 and S9+, please let us
know in the comments box below. The community will help you find the answer. For a user guide for the new features of the Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+, check out the Galaxy S9's new feature guides page. To use the Galaxy S9 and S9+, check out the Galaxy S9 Guides page. If you want to use a Galaxy S9 camera,
check the Galaxy S9 camera guides page. If you need Galaxy S9 and S9+ accessories, Galaxy S9 accessories guides page. For official Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ user guides (PDF format), see the Galaxy S9 user guides page. Page.
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